
             
             
             
             
        
 

 
 
 
January – February 2014 have been notable months for both gold and silver markets as both 
have logged changes in their respective intermediate- and long-term momentum setups.  The first 
changes occurred on the weekly charts when weekly (14-period) stochastic oscillator readings 
turned up (see right inset charts above).  In gold, the stochastic Slow %D readings were below 15.  
Although bullish divergence was absent, the absolute low readings of the indicator, the lowest 
since the market’s late-2011 price bottom, implied potential for at least an interim price bottom in 
the high-$1100s and a subsequent price recovery.  In the case of silver, the most recent weekly 
stochastic low actually occurred in the final week of December 2013.  What is important about the 
January upturn in silver’s indicator is that it did confirm a bullish divergence versus the December 
price low.  The January Slow %D readings were still below 30 – indicative of an "oversold" 
intermediate-term picture.   Both weekly chart momentum conditions have improved with incipient 
price rallies and, as you can see from the charts above, both markets crossed above their 
respective 40-week moving averages in the week ended February 14, 2014 (shown in bright blue 
at $1302.70 for gold and $20.995 for silver – both basis spot month Comex futures). 
 
At month-end February both gold and silver’s monthly (14-period) stochastic oscillators turned 
marginally up from levels below 20 that are so "oversold" as to imply a pending turn in the long-
term downtrends that have gripped both markets since their respective 2011 price highs.  
Although we do not consider monthly stochastic readings of import as regards market timing, our 
experience has been that an indicator turn from an "oversold" position defines a positive 
momentum backdrop that, in turn, implies potential for a sustained price uptrend.  
 
The big unknown at this moment is whether the $18.72 price low for silver in December 2013 
represents the bottom of that market’s 127-month cycle that is "ideally" scheduled to bottom this 
month (March 2014). 
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Our last report on gold (February 19, 2014) implied potential for a negative price outcome to the 
horizontal trading range that has gripped that market since June 2013.  Price action to-date has 
not nullified that wave analysis but the improved intermediate- and long-term momentum changes 
discussed above suggest that both gold and silver are presently positioned to reverse their 
overriding 2011-2014 downtrends.  Trading during this month should provide either corroboration 
or denial of that scenario. 
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Note:  Some price points in the inactive front month Comex, CME and CBT futures (i.e. the continuation chart plots) 
may have been extrapolated from prices in the first active month and may reflect either the official exchange session or 
electronic data that occurs after official exchange hours.  In those markets closing daily values generally approximate 
the Globex close at 5:00 - 5:15 PM ET. 
 
Charts constructed with Omega Research SuperCharts and Equis MetaStock. 
Data Source: Commodity Systems Inc.; Reuters DataLink 
 
This report is for informational purposes only and is not intended as an offer or solicitation with respect to the purchase 
or sale of any commodity, futures contract, or option contract.  Although the statements of facts in this report have been 
obtained from and are based upon sources that are believed to be reliable, we do not guarantee their accuracy and any 
such information may be incomplete or condensed.  We do not assume responsibility for typographical or clerical 
errors in this report.  All opinions included in this report are as of the date of this report and are subject to change 
without notice.  Employees of Eidetic Research may hold positions in futures, options or cash markets that are either in 
accordance with, or contrary to, stated conclusions within this report. 

 
 
 
 


